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LW/C1 LITTLE WHITE
FOX

was very, very much
worried,

for something dreadful had
happened

Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute Cir: cause, reason

LW/C2 something he couldn't account for at all
Pheno- Senser Pr: mental, cognitive -menon

LW/C3 But all the same, Little White
Fox

loved him

- Cir: contingency,
concession

Senser Pr: mental,
emotive

Phenomenon

LW/C4 Now when Little White Fox discovered that his big, kind friend was
dead

- Senser Pr: mental,
cognitive

Phenomenon

LW/C5 he ran home as fast as his legs
could carry him

to tell his mother the
sad news

Actor Pr: material Scope Cir: manner, quality Cir: cause, purpose

LW/C6 "Mother! Mother!" he called
Quoted Sayer Pr: verbal

LW/C7 "Tdariuk is dead!" "I don't know who killed him, but
he's dead, I know that,"

said Little White
Fox

Quoted Pr: verbal Sayer

LW/C8 the tears running down his cheeks
Actor Pr: material Scope

LW/C9 "No one told me. I found it
out for myself,"

boasted Little White Fox proudly

Quoted Pr: verbal Sayer Cir: manner, quality

LW/C10 (he was) quite forgetting his sorrow
Senser Pr: mental, cognitive Phenomenon

LW/C11 (he was) thinking what a wise young chap he was
Senser Pr: mental, cognitive Phenomenon



LW/C12 "Why, you see," "I was
down on the tundra, at the
foot of Saw Tooth
Mountain, looking all
around to see what I could
see. And all of a sudden I
came right on one of
Tdariuk's great, fine antlers
lying there in the snow.
Now, what do you think of
that? And when I went on a
little farther, there was the
other one! And then I knew,
of course, that Tdariuk was
dead."

explained Little White
Fox,

with an air of deep
mystery

Quoted Pr: verbal Sayer Cir: manner, quality

LW/C13 Little White Fox thought that a queer way to answer him
Senser Pr: mental, cognitive Phenomenon

LW/C14 "What do you mean, mother? What will I see? Tell
me what I will see! Please tell me what I will see!"

teased Little White Fox

Quoted Pr: verbal Sayer

LW/C15 Little White Fox wondered why she dried her tears for Tdariuk so
quickly

Senser Pr: mental, cognitive Phenomenon

LW/C16 but he couldn't find that out, either
Senser Pr: mental,- Phenomenon -cognitive Cir:

accompaniment,
additive

LW/C17 And so every day and
all day,

Little
White Fox

went peering curiously about everywhere

Cir: extent,
frequency

Behaver Pr:
behavioural

Cir: manner,
quality

Cir: location,
place

LW/C18 (he was) trying to find the something that was "very strange."
Actor Pr: material Goal

LW/C19 He looked all around among the sand dunes by the
ocean

Behaver Pr: behavioural Cir: location, place

LW/C20 He went in and out among the big rocks at the foot of Saw
Tooth Mountain

Actor Pr: material Cir: location, place

LW/C21 and (he) came near falling into one of Omnok's cruel traps
Actor Pr: material Cir: location, place

LW/C22 He went here and there
Actor Pr: material Cir: location, place

LW/C23 Little White Fox could find nothing strange anywhere
Actor Pr: material Goal Cir: location, place



LW/C24 He had grown quite discouraged
Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute

LW/C25 when one day,
when

he was searching
down

among the scrub willows by
the river

Cir: location, time Actor Pr: material Cir: location, place

LW/C26 his ear caught a familiar sound
Senser Pr: mental, perceptive Phenomenon

LW/C27 Little White Fox couldn't believe his ears
Senser Pr: mental, cognitive Phenomenon

LW/C28 "Why, that's queer!" "It sounds just like Tdariuk, the
reindeer. But it can't be Tdariuk. How could it be
Tdariuk, when Tdariuk's dead?"

he exclaimed

Quoted Sayer Pr: verbal

LW/C29 Then he heard it again
- Senser Pr: mental, perceptive Phenomenon Cir: extent, frequency

LW/C30 Little White
Fox,

for once in his life, was too astonished to say
a word

Carrier Cir: extent, frequency Pr: rel, attrib Attribute

LW/C31 He just held his breath
Behaver Pr: behavioural Behaviour

LW/C32 and (he) waited
- Actor Pr: material

LW/C33 Little White Fox didn't stop to ask a single question
Sayer Pr: verbal Verbiage

LW/C34 He just gave Tdariuk one long look
Behaver Pr: behav- Phenomenon -ioural

LW/C35 and then (he) whirled around
- Actor Pr: material

LW/C36 and (he) ran home as fast as he could
travel

- Actor Pr: material Scope Cir: manner, quality

LW/C37 He burst breathlessly into the cave
Behaver Pr: behavioural Cir: manner, quality Cir: location, place

LW/C38 and (he) started to tell his mother that Tdariuk wasn't
dead

- Sayer Pr: verbal Receiver Verbiage

LW/C39 Little White
Fox,

however, had found out the something very strange that
she had hoped he would find

Senser Pr: mental, cognitive Phenomenon

LW/C40 and (he) had done it all by himself
- Actor Pr: material Goal Cir: manner, quality



LW/C41 WHEN Little White Fox saw that he had really found out about
Tdariuk the reindeer, all by
himself,

- Senser Pr: mental, cognitive Phenomenon

LW/C42 he became very wise
Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute

LW/C43 The next time one of his
friends disappeared from
the tundra,

he didn't say a word about
it

to his mother

Cir: contingency,
condition

Sayer Pr: verbal Verbiage Receiver

LW/C44 but (he) went searching,
searching,

everywhere, every day

- Actor Pr: material Cir: location,
place

Cir: location,
time

LW/C45 and that's just the time Little White Fox had known her
- Cir: location, time Senser Pr: mental,

cognitive
Phenomenon

LW/C46 But Little White Fox was a very small chap
- Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute

LW/C47 and (he) didn't give much thought to mincemeat
- Senser Pr: mental, cognitive Phenomenon

LW/C48 All he thought about was having a good time
Value Pr: rel, ident Token

LW/C49 and the only way Little White
Fox could find her

was by watching for her pink
shoes and stockings

- Value Pr: rel, ident Token

LW/C50 he could almost never find her at all
Actor Pr: mat- Cir: extent,- -erial Goal -frequency

LW/C51 "You just wait, Miss," cried Little White Fox one day
Quoted Pr: verbal Sayer Cir: location, time

LW/C52 "Why, in the summer the snow will be gone, and the
ground will be all brown. Then I will be able to find you
anywhere!"

(he said)

Quoted Sayer Pr: verbal

LW/C53 Little White Fox gave a hop, skip and jump that ended in a somersault
Actor Pr: mat- -erial

LW/C54 so tickled was he with his own smartness
Attri- Pr: rel, attrib Carrier -bute

LW/C55 but Little White Fox wasn't fussed
- Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute



LW/C56 (he was) thinking about it night after night for nothing
Senser Pr: mental,

cognitive
Phenomenon Cir: extent,

frequency
Cir: cause,
purpose

LW/C57 Little White Fox didn't believe she was dead
Senser Pr: mental, cognitive Phenomenon

LW/C58 He remembered how he had been fooled by Tdariuk
Senser Pr: mental, cognitive Phenomenon

LW/C59 and he remembered, too, how she had looked
- Senser Pr: mental,

cognitive
Cir: accompaniment,
additive

Phenomenon

LW/C60 Also, he remembered how he had found out
the truth about Tdariuk

Cir: accompaniment,
additive

Senser Pr: mental,
cognitive

Phenomenon

LW/C61 he didn't say a word about it to his mother
Sayer Pr: verbal Verbiage Receiver

LW/C62 He just went quietly about, looking,
looking

everywhere for Miss
Ptarmigan

Actor Pr: mat- Cir: manner,
quality

-erial Cir: location,
place

Goal

LW/C63 One day quite a
while later,

when Little White
Fox

was over among the brown
rocks at the foot of
Saw Tooth Mountain

Cir: location, time Carrier Pr: rel,
attrib

Attribute

LW/C64 he heard a scratch
Senser Pr: mental, perceptive Phenomenon

LW/C65 he turned around
Actor Pr: material

LW/C66 Oh, Little White Fox, you are a very wise
fellow! A very wise fellow, indeed!"

(said Miss Ptarmigan)

Quoted Pr: verbal Sayer

LW/C67 "WHO put all those rocks there, I
wonder?"

mused Little White Fox

Quoted Pr: verbal Sayer

LW/C68 (he was) scratching his head
Actor Pr: material Goal

LW/C69 and (he was) looking puzzled
- Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute

LW/C70 "They are white and all the same size. How
queer!"

(he said)

Quoted Sayer Pr: verbal



LW/C71 And here he had found these strange
rocks

- Cir: location, place Actor Pr: material Goal

LW/C72 As he looked around
- Behaver Pr: behavioural

LW/C73 he presently saw more piles here and there
Senser Cir: location,

time
Pr: mental,
perceptive

Phenomenon Cir: location,
place

LW/C74 "Now, what do you think of
that!"

he said to himself

Quoted Sayer Pr: verbal Receiver

LW/C75 (he was) scratching his head again
Actor Pr: material Goal Cir:extent, frequency

LW/C76 and (he was) more puzzled than ever
- Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Cir: manner,- Attribute -degree

LW/C77 He was still rubbing his head thoughtfully
Actor Pr: material Goal Cir: manner, quality

LW/C78 when a sound behind him made him look around
- Phenomenon -ioural Behaver Pr: behav-

LW/C79 and his bright eyes fell on a group of the strangest little
people

- Behaver Pr: behavioural Phenomenon

LW/C80 Little
White Fox

had seen some of these
strange folks

when he was with his
mother a few days
before

Senser Pr: mental, perceptive Phenomenon Cir: location, time

LW/C81 But Little White Fox felt that they were looking at him
- Senser Pr: mental, perceptive Phenomenon

LW/C82 and he didn't like it a bit
- Senser Pr: mental, emotive Phenomenon Cir: manner, degree

LW/C83 "What business is it of theirs if I
walk around here and see what I
can see?" "They are very ugly little
people, anyway. Look at their
faces! They are nearly all nose!
And such ugly, bent noses I never
saw before in all my life, either!"

he thought to himself

Quoted Sayer Pr: verbal Receiver

LW/C84 He would see
Senser Pr: mental, perceptive

LW/C85 He walked up to one of the piles
Actor Pr: material Cir: location, place



LW/C86 and, (he was) putting his nose down close
- Actor Pr: material Goal Cir: manner, degree

LW/C87 (he) gave a big, long sniff
Behaver Pr: behavioural Behaviour

LW/C88 "How queer!" "I never saw such rocks before.
Guess I'll push one of them around and see what
will happen."

thought he

Quoted Pr: verbal Sayer

LW/C89 and (he) began to roll one of the rocks about
- Actor Pr: Mat- Goal -erial

LW/C90 something struck him an awful blow right on the top of his head
Ac- Pr: Material Goal -tor Cir: location, place

LW/C91 "Ouch! What was that!" cried Little White Fox
Quoted Pr: verbal Sayer

LW/C92 (he) (was) peering about
Behaver Pr: behavioural

LW/C93 and (he was) rubbing his head
- Actor Pr: material Goal

LW/C94 "I wonder," said Little White Fox
Quoted Pr: verbal Sayer

LW/C95 Then he began to roll the rock again
- Actor Pr: material Goal Cir: extent, frequency

LW/C96 something struck his head, harder than before
Actor Pr: material Goal Cir: manner, degree

LW/C97 Little White Fox whirled about quickly this time
Actor Pr: material Cir: manner, quality Cir: location, time

LW/C98 "What has she been doing?" "I
shouldn't wonder if she had been
hitting me with her ugly face. I
have a great mind to bite her! What
business is it of hers if I come up
here and roll these little stones
around? Don't all the stones in the
world belong to anybody who
wants them?"

he said to himself

Quoted Sayer Pr: verbal Receiver

LW/C99 He gave the
rock

a vigorous push this time

Actor Pr:
mat-

Goal -er- Cir: manner, quality -rial Cir: location,
time

LW/C100 Little White Fox could hardly believe his eyes
Senser Pr: mental, cognitive Phenomenon



LW/C101 when he saw the inside of the stone spread out on the
ground

- Senser Pr: mental,
perceptive

Phenomenon

LW/C102 "I'll just taste some of that
good smelling stuff,"

said Little White
Fox

happily

Quoted Pr: verbal Sayer Cir: manner,
quality

LW/C103 something hit him a terrible whack right on the top of his
head

Ac- Pr: material Goal -tor Cir: location, place

LW/C104 It made his head ache
Attributor Pr: rel, attrib Carrier Attribute

LW/C105 so he could hardly think straight
- Senser Pr: Mental- Cir: manner, degree -cognitive Phenomenon

LW/C106 And this time he knew who had done it
- Cir: location,

time
Senser Pr: mental,

cognitive
Phenomenon

LW/C107 "Now, I will bite her!" cried Little White Fox
Quoted Pr: verbal Sayer

LW/C108 and straight at that stiff row he dashed
- Cir: location, place Actor Pr:material

LW/C109 Such a screaming and
chattering

Little White
Fox

had never heard before

Phenomenon Senser Pr: mental,
perceptive

Cir: location,
time

LW/C110 she leaped right over his head
Actor Pr: material Goal

LW/C111 and (she) hit him with her ugly face
- Actor Pr: material Goal Cir: manner, means

LW/C112 So by and by Little White
Fox

was glad to run away home

- Cir: location,
time

Carrier Pr: rel,
attrib

Attribute Cir: cause, reason

LW/C113 and (he) leave the strange rocks to the ugly little
people

- Actor Pr: material Goal Recipient

LW/C114 "But, mother," "What did they care about those
old rocks?"

said Little White Fox

Quoted Pr: verbal Sayer

LW/C115 (he was) looking very much puzzled
Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute



LW/C116 Little White Fox was far too young to understand all this
Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute Cir: cause, reason

LW/C117 but he could understand how his head had been thumped
- Senser Pr: mental, cognitive Phenomenon

LW/C118 Little White Fox had just come around a bunch of muckluck grass
Actor Pr: material Goal

LW/C119 and (he) spied them
- Behaver Pr: behavioural Phenomenon

LW/C120 "Ha! Ha!" "They'll get their
heads pecked good and hard
pretty soon!"

chuckled Little White
Fox

to himself

Quoted Pr: behavioural Beha- -ver

LW/C121 and (he) later learned (that they) were
eggs

- Senser Cir: location,
time

Pr: mental, cognitive Phenomenon

LW/C122 and (he) listened
- Behaver Pr: behavioural

LW/C123 Now Little White Fox had lain hid behind the muckluck grass
Cir: location,
time

Actor Pr: material Cir: location, place

LW/C124 (he was) nearly splitting himself with laughter
Beha- Pr: behav- -ver -ioural

LW/C125 But when he had waited a long time
- Actor Pr: material Cir: extent, duration

LW/C126 he began to want one of those eggs for himself
Senser Pr: mental, desiderative Phenomenon

LW/C127 Little White
Fox

stood it as long as he could

Senser Pr: mental, desiderative Phenomenon Cir: extent, duration

LW/C128 and then he came marching boldly out from his hiding
place

- Actor Pr: material Cir: manner,
quality

Cir: location, place

LW/C129 "If you don't mind," "I'll take the
extra egg, and that will settle the
difficulty."

he said very importantly

Quoted Sayer Pr: verbal Cir: manner, quality

LW/C130 "Look out!" he cried
Quoted Sayer Pr: verbal

LW/C131 But he was too late
- Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attrbute



LW/C132 Little White
Fox

making for his home as fast as his legs would carry
him

Actor Pr: material Scope Cir: manner, quality

LW/C133 And his heart beat so fast
- Behaver Pr: behavioural Cir: manner, quality

LW/C134 his breath still came pantingly
Behaver Pr: behavioural Cir: manner, quality

LW/C135 LITTLE WHITE FOX was running all over the ice
Actor Pr: material Cir: location, place

LW/C136 Little White Fox was skipping about here and there to see what he could see
Actor Pr: material Cir: location, place Cir: cause, purpose

LW/C137 and (he) was not paying much attention where he was
going

- Senser Pr: mental, cognitive Phenomenon

LW/C138 down he went
Cir: location, place Actor Pr: material

LW/C139 he was frightened
Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute

LW/C140 he saw on one side
Senser Pr: mental, perceptive Cir: location, place

LW/C141 as Little White Fox swam over to that side
- Actor Pr: material Cir: location, place

LW/C142 and (he) began to climb up
- Actor Pr: material

LW/C143 his feet caught on a ledge
Actor Pr: material Cir: location, place

LW/C144 and before he knew it he was sitting in as neat a little room
- Cir: location, time Behaver Pr: behavioural Cir: location, place

LW/C145 "Now I wonder who lives here,"
"Whoever it is, I suppose I shall
have a great quarrel with him when
he comes home."

said Little White
Fox

to himself

Quoted Pr: verbal Sayer Receiver

LW/C146 and he found himself very comfortable in this strange
little ice palace

- Sen- Pr: mental, perceptive -ser Phenomenon Cir: location,
place

LW/C147 Just when he was thinking about that
- Senser Pr: mental, cognitive Phenomenon

LW/C148 he saw the water get black all at once
Senser Pr: mental, perceptive Phenomenon



LW/C149 and in another
moment

he was looking right into the face of a
stranger

- Cir: location,
time

Behaver Pr: behavioural Phenomenon

LW/C150 "Who are you?" asked Little White Fox
Quoted Pr: verbal Sayer

LW/C151 (he was) shaking all over with fright
Behaver Pr: behavioural Cir: manner, quality

LW/C152 Little White Fox quite lost his fear at once
Carrier: possessor Pr: rel, attrib Att: possessed Cir: manner, degree

LW/C153 "But," "you look very much like Little Brown
Seal."

said Little White Fox

Quoted Pr: verbal Sayer

LW/C154 when they were both comfortably seated
- Beha- Pr: behav- -ver Cir: manner, quality -ioural

LW/C155 "Now,", when he had finished fishing, "we will
have dinner."

he said

Quoted Sayer Pr: verbal

LW/C156 Little White Fox looked
Behaver Pr: behavioural

LW/C157 and (he was) sure enough
- Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute

LW/C158 Little White Fox shivered suddenly
Behaver Pr: behavioural Cir: manner, quality

LW/C159 "But what if Omnok, the hunter, should find us
here?" "But very soon, Mother tells me," "the ice
will all melt, or the wind will blow it out to sea."

said Little White
Fox

Quoted Pr: verbal Sayer

LW/C160 "Not for me!" said Little White Fox
Quoted Pr: verbal Sayer

LW/C161 (he was) turning white in the face
Car- Pr: rel, attrib Attribute -rier

LW/C162 and (he was) losing his appetite all at once
- Carrier: possessor Pr: rel, attrib Att: possessed Cir: manner,

degree

LW/C163 "How can I get out of here?" (asked Little White Fox)
Quoted Pr: verbal Sayer

LW/C164 “I rather like you” (said) (Barred Seal)
Quoted Pr: verbal Sayer



LW/C165 "I thank you,", "but I'd very
much rather go back
home."

said Little White Fox very politely

Quoted Pr: verbal Sayer Cir: manner, quality

LW/C166 And at that
moment

he had a frightful vision of all that
ice going out, out to sea

- Cir: location,
time

Senser Pr: mental,
cognitive

Phenomenon

LW/C167 In another moment Little White Fox was out in the bright
sunshine

Cir: location, time Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute

LW/C168 he was glad to be there
Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute Cir: cause, reason

LW/C169 "I guess the world was made about
right," "And I am glad the hills, the
tundra, and my own little home are
just as they are, and I am glad I am
Little White Fox."

he said to himself

Quoted Sayer Pr: verbal Receiver

LW/C170 LITTLE WHITE FOX was hungry again
Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute Cir: extent, frequency

LW/C171 He had asked Tdariuk, the reindeer, to invite him out to
dinner

Sayer Pr: verbal Receiver Cir: cause, purpose

LW/C172 When Little White Fox tasted them
- Senser Pr: mental, perceptive Phenomenon

LW/C173 he said they were not one bit good
Sayer Pr: verbal Verbiage

LW/C174 "He must have come down from the
higher mountains," "I wonder who
he is. I don't believe he is any bigger
than I am, for his tracks are very
close together."

said Little White
Fox

to himself

Quoted Pr: verbal Sayer Receiver

LW/C175 He followed the tracks
Actor Pr: material Scope

LW/C176 (he was) very curious to know who this newcomer
might be

Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute Cir: cause, reason

LW/C177 Pretty soon he came to a tunnel right into the
snow

Cir: location, time Actor Pr: material Cir: location, place

LW/C178 so he could not tell whether the stranger were at home or
not

- Sayer Pr: verbal Verbiage



LW/C179 Little White Fox knew now
Senser Pr: mental, cognitive Cir: location, time

LW/C180 But he gathered his coat close around him
- Actor Pr: material Goal Cir: manner, degree

LW/C181 and (he) crowded in
- Actor Pr: material

LW/C182 He rather hoped that he would not find the stranger at
home

Senser Pr: mental, desiderative Phenomenon

LW/C183 Little White Fox knocked at the door
Actor Pr: material Goal

LW/C184 and when no one
answered,

he walked right in

- Cir: cause, reason Actor Pr: material Cir: location,
place

LW/C185 Little White Fox did not make the least fuss
Behaver Pr: behavioural Behaviour

LW/C186 but (he) set the table himself
- Ac- Pr: material Goal -tor

LW/C187 He likes berries and roots
Senser Pr: mental, emotive Phenomenon

LW/C188 He had just finished eating
Actor Pr: material Goal

LW/C189 when something disturbed him
- Phenomenon Pr: mental, cognitive Senser

LW/C190 He had been listening to the noise
Behaver Pr: behavioural Phenomenon

LW/C191 not so he could hear it
- Senser Pr: mental, perceptive Phenomenon

LW/C192 Now Little White Fox was not wishing to
see

any one just then

Cir: location,
time

Senser Pr: mental,
desiderative

Phenomenon -

LW/C193 "Guess I'd better find the other door to
this house and go home,"

he said to himself

Quoted Sayer Pr: verbal Receiver

LW/C194 Little White Fox wasn't afraid
Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute

LW/C195 he just humped himself all up in a corner
Actor Pr: Mat- Goal -erial Cir: location,

place



LW/C196 and (he) wished he didn't have to meet the
stranger

- Senser Pr: mental, desiderative Phenomenon

LW/C197 he had to laugh
Behaver Pr: behavioural

LW/C198 when he saw the stranger come in at the door
- Senser Pr: mental,

perceptive
Phenomenon

LW/C199 Little White Fox knew who he was right away
Senser Pr: mental, cognitive Phenomenon

LW/C200 for he had heard his mother speak of the Lemming family
- Senser Pr: mental, perceptive Phenomenon

LW/C201 "Now I wonder what I'd better
do,"

thought Little White Fox to himself

Quoted Pr: verbal Sayer Receiver

LW/C202 But just because he couldn't think of anything at all to do
- Senser Pr: mental, cognitive Phenomenon

LW/C203 he did nothing
Actor Pr: material Goal

LW/C204 All bunched up the way he
was,

he looked very large and strong

Cir: manner, degree Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute

LW/C205 Little White Fox moved half way to the door
Actor Pr: material Cir: location, place

LW/C206 and then (he) stopped
- Actor Pr: material

LW/C207 Little White Fox went to the door
Actor Pr: material Cir: location, place

LW/C208 but even then he did not go out
- Actor Pr: material

LW/C209 He turned
Actor Pr: material

LW/C210 and (he) looked at Mr. Lemming
- Behaver Pr: behavioural Phenomenon

LW/C211 Little White Fox put his head out of the door
Actor Pr: material Goal Cir: location, place

LW/C212 When he was out on the snow
- Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute

LW/C213 He looked around
Behaver Pr: behavioural



LW/C214 and (he) felt foolish
- Senser Pr: mental, perceptive Phenomenon

LW/C215 he didn't have a gun or a spear or a bow and arrow
Carrier: possessor Pr: rel, attrib Att: possessed

LW/C216 Little White Fox was very hungry
Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute

LW/C217 and he told Little Mrs. White
Fox

about it

- Sayer Pr: verbal Receiver Verbiage

LW/C218 "Find a Big White Bear!" "Why, he'd eat
us!"

cried Little White Fox

Quoted Pr: verbal Sayer

LW/C219 "But what do we want to find him for?" said Little White Fox
Quoted Pr: verbal Sayer

LW/C220 (he was) scratching his head
Actor Pr: material Goal

LW/C221 Little White Fox did see
Senser Pr: mental, perceptive

LW/C222 and, though he was half
afraid of Big White
Bear

he was also very hungry

- Cir: contingency,
concession

Carrier Pr: rel,
attrib

Cir: accompaniment,
additive

Attribute

LW/C223 and so he was anxious to go
- Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute

LW/C224 Away went Little White Fox
Cir: location, place Pr: material Actor

LW/C225 (he was) looking, looking everywhere for Big White Bear
Actor Pr: material Cir: location, place Goal

LW/C226 He looked behind the cliff on the mountain
Behaver Pr: behavioural Cir: location, place

LW/C227 He looked on the sand bars
Behaver Pr: behavioural Cir: location, place

LW/C228 He went peering all around the little lakes
Behaver Pr: behavioural Cir: location, place

LW/C229 Little White Fox came round the corner of the hill
Actor Pr: material Cir: location, place

LW/C230 (he was) looking here, there, and everywhere for Big White
Bear

Actor Pr: material Cir: location, place Goal



LW/C231 He came on round and round till he was just above Big White Bear
Actor Pr: material Cir: extent, duration

LW/C232 and
then

all at once he saw him

- Cir: location,
time

Senser Pr: mental,
perceptive

Phenomenon

LW/C233 He was so glad
Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute

LW/C234 he had found Big White Bear
Actor Pr: material Goal

LW/C235 that he stood right up on his two feet
- Beha- Pr: behavioural -ver

LW/C236 and (he) gave one big, big laugh
- Behaver Pr: behavioural Behaviour

LW/C237 Little White Fox knew a whole lot better
Senser Pr: mental, cognitive Phenomenon

LW/C238 But just after that Little White
Fox

did a very thoughtless
thing

- Cir:location,
time

Actor Pr: material Goal

LW/C239 He was so hungry
Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute

LW/C240 and (he) wanted so much to see where Big White Bear had his
kitchen

- Senser Pr: Mental,
desiderative

Cir: manner,
degree

Phenomenon

LW/C241 that he forgot all about his mother telling him to
come back

- Senser Pr: mental, cognitive Phenomenon

LW/C242 and away he went, after Big White
Bear

all by himself

- Cir: location,
place

Act- Pr: material Goal -or

LW/C243 "I MUSTN'T lose Big White Bear," "and I
mustn't let him see me. Oh! My! No! I
mustn't do that, for he is a big, big fellow
and who knows what he might do to me?"

thought Little White Fox

Quoted Pr: verbal Sayer

LW/C244 So he slipped along behind very slyly
- Actor Pr: material Cir: location, place Cir: manner, quality

LW/C245 (he was) hiding behind this rock and that one,
behind this snow pile and that
one,

very carefully indeed

Actor Pr: material Cir: location, place Cir: manner, quality



LW/C246 Now that was
just what

Little White
Fox

hoped would
happen

Cir: location,
time

Pheno- Senser Pr: Mental,
desiderative

-menon

LW/C247 for he was very hungry himself
- Car- Pr: rel, attrib Attribute -rier

LW/C248 and (he was) very curious besides to see where Big
White Bear kept his pantry

- Carrier Pr: rel,
attrib

Attribute Cir: accompaniment, additive

LW/C249 Then Little White Fox was sure he had started for his
kitchen

- Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute Cir: matter

LW/C250 and he was glad as could be
- Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute Cir: manner, degree

LW/C251 "My!" "He will surely be drowned." said Little White Fox
Quoted Pr: verbal Sayer

LW/C252 (he was) opening his eyes very wide
Actor Pr: material Goal Cir: manner, degree

LW/C253 And
then

all at once he thought of the fine dinner he had been
expecting to get

- Cir: location,
time

Senser Pr: mental,
cognitive

Phenomenon

LW/C254 he remembered what his mother had said
Senser Pr: mental, cognitive Phenomenon

LW/C255 How sorry he was now
Phenomenon Senser Pr: mental, perceptive Cir: location, time

LW/C256 that he had forgotten all about that
- Senser Pr: mental, cognitive Phenomenon

LW/C257 Little White Fox thought Big White Bear would never, never get
through eating

Senser Pr: mental, cognitive Phenomenon

LW/C258 Little White Fox crept up
Actor Pr: material

LW/C259 and (he) began to eat his dinner too
- Actor Pr: material Goal Cir: accompaniment,

additive

LW/C260 "He didn't ask me," "but then I didn't give him
a chance, I am sure he would if I had."

said Little White Fox

Quoted Pr: verbal Sayer

LW/C261 when he had finished
- Actor Pr: material



LW/C262 But he didn't stay to say thank you
- Actor Pr: material Cir: cause, purpose

LW/C263 he wasn't very sure
Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute

LW/C264 He just hid behind an ice boulder
Actor Pr: material Cir: location, place

LW/C265 and (he) waited for Big White Bear to wake up
- Actor Pr: material Cir: cause, purpose

LW/C266 He mustn't lose Big White Bear
Actor Pr: material Goal

LW/C267 He began to think
about

that fine dinner he had just eaten and about how
he had found Big White Bear all by himself and
how he had frightened him

Senser Pr: mental,
cognitive

Phenomenon

LW/C268 It made him feel so good
Cir: cause,- -reason Senser Pr: mental,

perceptive
Phenomenon

LW/C269 he just wanted to laugh
Senser Pr: mental, desiderative Phenomenon

LW/C270 The more he thought, the
more

he wanted to laugh

Cir: manner, degree Senser Pr: mental,
desiderative

Phenomenon

LW/C271 before he knew it, he was laughing right out loud
Cir: location, time Behaver Pr: behavioural Cir: manner, quality

LW/C272 Little White
Fox

had lost Big White
Bear

just because he had laughed at the
wrong time

Actor Pr: material Goal Cir: cause, reason

LW/C273 However, Little White Fox was a very young fellow
- Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute

LW/C274 and (he) had a great many things to
learn

- Carrier: possessor Pr: rel, attrib Att: possessed

LW/C275 Little White Fox was standing in front of the little house
Behaver Pr: behavioural Cir: location, place

LW/C276 (he was) wondering how it came there
Senser Pr: mental, cognitive Phenomenon

LW/C277 He wasn't quite sure it was safe to go inside
Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute Cir: contingency, condition

LW/C278 it made him hungrier than ever
Attributor Pr:  rel, attrib Carrier Attribute



LW/C279 "I just believe I am going to have
that meat!"

he said to himself

Quoted Sayer Pr: verbal Receiver

LW/C280 when he heard a great, gruff
voice

right behind him

Senser Pr: mental,
perceptive

Phenomenon Cir: location,
place

LW/C281 "Here! What you doing there?" (he asked)
Quoted Sayer Pr: verbal

LW/C282 Little White
Fox

just tumbled a back somersault away from the little
house

Actor Pr: material Goal Cir: location, place

LW/C283 and (he) ran as fast as ever he could
- Actor Pr: material Cir: manner, quality

LW/C284 Little White Fox didn't take any chances
Actor Pr: material Goal

LW/C285 But when he was a long distance away
- Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute

LW/C286 he turned around to see what would happen to the little house
Actor Pr: material Cir: cause, purpose

LW/C287 Little White
Fox

ran straight home to tell his mother how he had found
Big White Bear

Actor Pr: material Scope Cir: cause, purpose

LW/C288 LITTLE WHITE
FOX

was hungry again

Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute Cir: extent, frequency

LW/C289 He went wandering all over the tundra
Actor Pr: material Cir: location, place

LW/C290 (he was) looking for something to eat
Actor Pr: material Goal

LW/C291 At last he came to the bank of the river
Cir: location, time Actor Pr: material Cir: location, place

LW/C292 when he spied a door right in the ground near
the ice roof of the river

- Behaver Pr: behavioural Phenomenon Cir: location, place

LW/C293 "Hello!" said he stopping short
Quoted Pr: verbal Sayer Cir: manner, quality

LW/C294 "I wonder who made that door in there." (he said)
Quoted Sayer Pr: verbal

LW/C295 He looked into the door
Behaver Pr: behavioural Cir: location, place



LW/C296 but (he) could see no one
- Senser Pr: mental, perceptive Phenomenon

LW/C297 He shouted into the door
Sayer Pr: verbal Cir: location, place

LW/C298 Then he stopped
- Actor Pr: material

LW/C299 and (he) listened
- Behaver Pr: behavioural

LW/C300 He heard nothing
Senser Pr: mental, perceptive Phenomenon

LW/C301 so he ventured on
- Actor Pr: material

LW/C302 and almost before he
knew it,

he found himself in one of the biggest
caves he had ever seen

- Cir: location, time Actor Pr: material Goal Cir: location, place

LW/C303 "I don't believe anybody in the world could build a
house like this!" "I guess it just happened to be
here, and some one has discovered it. I wonder
who it could be?"

said Little White
Fox

Quoted Pr: verbal Sayer

LW/C304 He walked down close to where the water was
Actor Pr: material Cir: location, place

LW/C305 and there he found tracks
- Cir: location,

place
Actor Pr: material Goal

LW/C306 But he could not tell whose tracks they were
- Senser Pr: mental, cognitive Phenomenon

LW/C307 He had never seen such tracks before
Senser Pr: mental, perceptive Phenomenon Cir: location, time

LW/C308 "Anyway, I believe there is something
good to eat in that water," "If there wasn't,
that fellow wouldn't come down here and
stand around so much. It is nice and warm
down here out of the wind, and I guess I'll
stand around a little myself and see what
will happen."

he said to himself

Quoted Sayer Pr: verbal Receiver

LW/C309 Little White Fox from his station on the bank had been watching
Behaver Cir: location, place Pr: behavioural

LW/C310 (he was) watching very sharply two dark spots
Behaver Pr: behavioural Cir: manner, quality Phenomenon

LW/C311 He had watched them come closer and closer
Behaver Pr: behavioural Phenomenon Cir: manner, degree



LW/C312 At last he thought he could reach out and grab one
of them without getting in the
water

Cir: location,
time

Senser Pr: mental,
cognitive

Phenomenon

LW/C313 It frightened Little White Fox so badly
Actor Pr: material Goal Cir: manner, quality

LW/C314 that he dropped Unfortunate
Flounder

back into the river

- Actor Pr: material Goal Cir: location, place

LW/C315 and (he) looked around
- Behaver Pr: behavioural

LW/C316 It took Little White
Fox

only a moment to discover

Goal Pr: mat- Actor Cir: extent, duration -erial

LW/C317 and before Golden Marten
could stop him

Little White
Fox

was out of the door

- Cir: location, time Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute

LW/C318 and (he was) racing for home as fast as his little legs
could carry him

- Actor Pr: material Scope Cir: manner, quality

LW/C319 "All the same," "when
I am as old as you are,
I am going to have a
fish house all my
own!"

he said to his mother that night, after
he had told her of
the cave

Quoted Sayer Pr: verbal Receiver Cir: location,
time

LW/C320 ONE day Little White Fox was out in front of his house
Cir: location, time Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute

LW/C321 (he was) sunning himself
Beha- Pr: behavioural -ver

LW/C322 He and his
mother

were living off the bounty of Big
White Bear

these days

Actor Pr: material Cir: location, place Cir: location, time

LW/C323 He just stretched himself out there on the white snow
Beha- Pr: behavioural -ver Cir: location, place

LW/C324 and (he) looked away at the wide, white world
- Behaver Pr: behavioural Phenomenon

LW/C325 (he was) as contented as could be
Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute

LW/C326 Little White Fox had seen Little Brown Seal do that nearly
every day

Senser Pr: mental, perceptive Phenomenon



LW/C327 Little White Fox could see all that
Senser Pr: mental, perceptive Phenomenon

LW/C328 "My," "he will surely be killed. Yes,
sir! I am very, very sure Little Brown
Seal is going to be killed!"

Little White
Fox

thought to himself

Quoted Sayer Pr: verbal Receiver

LW/C329 Perhaps Little White
Fox

was sorry the sun was going down so
soon that day

- Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute Attributor

LW/C330 or perhaps he was lonesome for his mother
- Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute

LW/C331 Perhaps he was sorry for Little Brown Seal
- Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute

LW/C332 but whatever it was, Little
White Fox

began to feel bad all at once

- Cir: contingency,
condition

Senser Pr: mental,
perceptive

Phenomenon Cir: manner,
degree

LW/C333 He wanted to cry
Senser Pr: mental, desiderative Phenomenon

LW/C334 and he did cry!
- Behaver Pr: behavioural

LW/C335 and (he) cried, "Ah! Ah! Ah! Yak! Yak! Yak!"
- Behaver Pr: behavioural Quoted

LW/C336 when he heard that lonesome wail from Little White
Fox

- Senser Pr: mental,
perceptive

Phenomenon

LW/C337 But he had heard Little White Fox cry
- Senser Pr: mental, perceptive Phenomenon

LW/C338 But Little White Fox was nowhere about
- Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute

LW/C339 LITTLE WHITE FOX went on a strange journey one day
Actor Pr: material Scope Cir: location, time

LW/C340 and when he arrived at its end
- Actor Pr: material Cir: location, time

LW/C341 he didn't know where he was
Senser Pr: mental, cognitive Phenomenon

LW/C342 he had been
living

for a long
time

with his mother off the bounty of
Big White Bear

Actor Pr: material Cir: extent,
duration

Cir:
accompaniment,
comitative

Cir: location, place



LW/C343 Little White Fox loitered about on the roof to the ocean
Actor Pr: material Cir: location, place

LW/C344 and (he) dreamed, as little folks will in the
springtime

- Senser Pr: mental, cognitive Cir: role, guise

LW/C345 and Little White Fox felt very safe
- Senser Pr: mental, perceptive Phenomenon

LW/C346 he heard Big White Bear come up out of his kitchen
Senser Pr: mental, perceptive Phenomenon

LW/C347 Then he knew that there was going to be a
feast

- Senser Pr: mental, cognitive Phenomenon

LW/C348 he waited and waited
Actor Pr: material

LW/C349 until Swish, Swish he heard Big White Bear tumble
back into the water

Cir: location, time Senser Pr: mental,
perceptive

Phenomenon

LW/C350 Little White Fox ate so much
Actor Pr: material Cir: manner, degree

LW/C351 that he began to feel very, very sleepy
- Senser Pr: mental,

perceptive
Cir: manner,
degree

Phenomenon

LW/C352 and almost before he knew
anything about it,

he was curled
up

on the roof to the
ocean fast asleep

- Cir: location, time Actor Pr: material Cir: location, place

LW/C353 (he was) dreaming as hard as ever a white fox dreamed
Senser Pr: mental, cognitive Cir: manner, quality

LW/C354 But when he awoke
- Actor Pr: material

LW/C355 and (he) looked about him
- Behaver Pr: behavioural Phenomenon

LW/C356 all he could see was the dark, deep ocean everywhere
Value Pr: rel, ident Token

LW/C357 He jumped to his feet
Act- Pr: material -or

LW/C358 and (he) peered this side of him and that
side

- Behaver Pr: behavioural Cir: location, place

LW/C359 He could not swim very far
Actor Pr: material Cir: manner, degree



LW/C360 he could not see any land at all
Senser Pr: mental, perceptive Phenomenon

LW/C361 He couldn't think of a thing to do
Senser Pr: mental, cognitive Phenomenon

LW/C362 He just curled up in a heap
Actor Pr: material Cir: manner, degree

LW/C363 and (he) shivered and shivered and shivered
- Behaver Pr: behavioural

LW/C364 he was so lonesome and frightened
Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute

LW/C365 because he was so very much
afraid of
every one,

even his best friends, out here on the
silent,
lonesome sea

- Carrier Pr: rel,
attrib

Attribute Cir: accompaniment,
additive

Cir: location,
place

LW/C366 Very soon he was nearly frightened to death
Cir: location,
time

Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute

LW/C367 and (he) closed his eyes very tight
- Actor Pr: material Goal Cir: manner, degree

LW/C368 Little White Fox floated on and on, for hours and hours and
hours,

over the silent sea

Actor Pr: material Cir: extent, duration Cir: location, place

LW/C369 But by and by
when

he was very, very hungry

- Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute

LW/C370 and (he was) very sure
- Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute

LW/C371 that he would never see his dear home and his dear mother
again

- Senser Pr: mental,
perceptive

Phenomenon

LW/C372 and (the ice roof) nearly threw him into the sea
- Actor Pr: material Goal Cir: location, place

LW/C373 But finally he felt a bump
- Cir: location, time Senser Pr: mental,

perceptive
Phenomenon

LW/C374 He nearly stood on his head
Behaver Pr: behavioural Cir: manner, means

LW/C375 Little White Fox looked up
Behaver Pr: behavioural



LW/C376 He gave one big run
Actor Pr: material

LW/C377 and (he) jumped on the beach
- Actor Pr: material Cir: location, place

LW/C378 and (he) scampered away, as fast as ever he could
- Actor Pr: material Cir: manner, quality

LW/C379 (he was) eating the richest, juiciest blueberries
Actor Pr: material Goal

LW/C380 And pretty soon he was all dry, and feeling fine and
not hungry at all

- Cir: location, time Carrier Pr: rel, atrrib Attribute

LW/C381 "But where in the world am I?" "I'll have to see if I
can find some of my friends who can tell me how to
go home. It must be a long, long way."

thought Little White
Fox

Quoted Pr: verbal Sayer

LW/C382 (he was) scratching his head
Actor Pr: material Goal

LW/C383 WHEN Little White Fox looked all around him very carefully
- Behaver Pr: behavioural Cir: location, place Cir: manner, quality

LW/C384 and (he) didn't see a thing he had ever seen before
- Senser Pr: mental, perceptive Phenomenon

LW/C385 he felt very blue
Senser Pr: mental, perceptive Phenomenon

LW/C386 But he didn't cry about it
- Behaver Pr: behavioural Cir: matter

LW/C387 He was too happy at being off that bit of roof to the great ocean
for that

Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attributive

LW/C388 So he looked as far as he could
see

in every direction

- Behaver Pr: behavioural Phenomenon Cir: location,
place

LW/C389 and at last he spied some little
lakes

way down on
the tundra

- Cir: location,
time

Behaver Pr:
behavioural

Phenomenon Cir: location,
place

LW/C390 "I'll just go over there and see if there is
any one I know,"

he said to himself

Quoted Sayer Pr: verbal Receiver

LW/C391 and (he) went trotting away as fast as ever he could
- Actor Pr: material Cir: manner, quality



LW/C392 He came right down by the lakes
Actor Pr: material Cir: location, place

LW/C393 and at last he saw some one he had met in
his own home land

- Cir: location,
time

Senser Pr: mental, perceptive Phenomenon

LW/C394 "Hello," said Little White Fox
Quoted Pr: verbal Sayer

LW/C395 "I just believe that is the way home!" said Little White Fox
Quoted Pr: verbal Sayer

LW/C396 So he picked up his feet lively
- Act- Pr: material -or Cir: manner, quality

LW/C397 and (he) ran along behind Widgeon Junior
- Actor Pr: material Cir: location, place

LW/C398 but he couldn't near keep up
- Actor Pr: mat- Cir: manner, degree -erial

LW/C399 It wasn't any time at all
before

he was so far behind

Cir: contingency, condition Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute

LW/C400 that he couldn't see Widgeon Junior at all
- Senser Pr: mental, perceptive Phenomenon

LW/C401 And before long he was just as badly
lost

as before

- Cir: location,- Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute -time

LW/C402 But he trotted on cheerfully
- Actor Pr: material Cir: manner, quality

LW/C403 "For," "I'll see some one else I
know very soon."

he said to himself

Quoted Sayer Pr: verbal Receiver

LW/C404 But when Little White Fox shouted "Hello" in his very best voice
- Sayer Pr: verbal Quoted Cir: manner, quality

LW/C405 "Well," "I guess that isn't Who-
Who, but anyway, it is one of his
cousins, and he is very wise. All the
Owl folks are. He will tell me the
way home."

said Little White
Fox

to himself

Quoted Pr: verbal Sayer Receiver

LW/C406 So he hurried over to the foot of the whalebone
- Actor Pr: material Cir: location, place

LW/C407 and (he) said, "Please, Mr. White Owl, won't you tell
me the way home?"

- Sayer Pr: verbal Quoted



LW/C408 came Little White Fox
Pr: material Actor

LW/C409 (he was) never once looking this way or that to see
where he was going

Behaver Pr: Behav- Cir: extent,
frequency

-ioural Cir: location, place

LW/C410 so proud was he to be able almost to keep up with this new
friend

Attibute Pr: rel, attrib Carrier Cir: cause, reason

LW/C411 He ran and ran and ran
Actor Pr: material

LW/C412 until he was out of breath
Cir: extent, duration Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute

LW/C413 when he saw the big, white owl spread his wings out
straight

- Senser Pr: mental,
perceptive

Phenomenon

LW/C414 Little White Fox ran up to the whalebone
Actor Pr: material Cir: location, place

LW/C415 and (he) looked up at the big white owl
- Behaver Pr: behavioural Phenomenon

LW/C416 Little White Fox looked all around at the tundra and the hills
Behaver Pr: behavioural Cir: location, place

LW/C417 and (he was) sure enough
- Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute

LW/C418 The big white owl had led him a long way
Actor Pr: material Goal Cir: manner, degree

LW/C419 Little White Fox was disgusted
Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute

LW/C420 He would never
ask

another thing of a big
white owl again,

if he lived a thousand years

Sayer Pr: verbal Verbiage Cir: contingency,
concession

LW/C421 But away he trotted towards some other little ponds he
had seen some time before

- -erial Actor Pr: mat- Cir: location, place

LW/C422 He was slipping along as quietly as he could in the grass
Actor Pr: material Cir: manner, quality Cir: location, place

LW/C423 when he heard a splash
- Senser Pr: mental, perceptive Phenomenon



LW/C424 Of all the people in
all the world,
besides his own dear
mother,

Little
White
Fox

liked Mrs. Swan best

Cir: contingency,
condition

Senser Pr: mental,
emotive

Phenomenon Cir: manner,
degree

LW/C425 that Little White Fox thought she was just the most perfect lady that
ever was

- Senser Pr: mental,
cognitive

Phenomenon

LW/C426 he was glad he hadn't
Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute

LW/C427 "Please, Mrs. Swan," he said
Quoted Sayer Pr: verbal

LW/C428 (he was) making a very graceful bow
Actor Pr: material Go- Cir: manner, quality -al

LW/C429 "will you tell me the way home?" (he asked)
Quoted Sayer Pr: verbal

LW/C430 Mrs. Swan looked at him very kindly
Behaver Pr: behavioural Phenomenon Cir: manner, quality

LW/C431 Then Little White Fox knew that was the way home
Senser Pr: mental, cognitive Phenomenon

LW/C432 Little White Fox was quite a person in his family that evening
Carrier Pr: rel, attrib Attribute

LW/C433 But when he had been given a good dinner
- Recipient Pr: material Goal

LW/C434 he went to sleep
Behaver Pr: behavioural

LW/C435 (he was) thinking that after all there was no place in all the world
like his own home under the big rock, and no
one in all the world quite so good as his own
mother

Senser Pr: mental,
cognitive

Phenomenon

LW/C436 and he felt very, very sure that he would be
careful in the future and not let
anything carry him away from her

- Senser Pr: mental, perceptive Phenomenon


